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Hyperdynamics: Accelerated Molecular Dynamics of Infrequent Events

Arthur F. Voter
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(Received 4 February 1997)

I derive a general method for accelerating the molecular-dynamics (MD) simulation of infreq
events in solids. A bias potential (DVb) raises the energy in regions other than the transition sta
between potential basins. Transitions occur at an accelerated rate and the elapsed time b
a statistical property of the system.DVb can be constructed without knowing the location o
the transition states and implementation requires only first derivatives. I examine the diffu
mechanisms of a 10-atom Ag cluster on the Ag(111) surface using a220 ms hyper-MD simulation.
[S0031-9007(97)03180-3]

PACS numbers: 68.35.Fx, 02.70.Ns, 71.15.Pd, 82.20.Db
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The molecular-dynamics (MD) simulation method
a powerful tool, widely used in chemistry, physics, a
materials science. A long-standing problem, howev
is that MD is typically limited to a time scale o
nanoseconds or less, so many processes of interest ca
be simulated directly.

For many systems, the dynamics can be character
as a sequence of infrequent transitions from one pot
tial basin (“state”) to another. In these cases, longer ti
scales can be accessed using transition state theory (T
[1,2], in which the state-to-state rate constant is appro
mated as the flux through a dividing surface separat
the states. This flux is an equilibrium property of the sy
tem, so actual dynamics need not be performed. Impl
in TST is the assumption that successive crossings of
dividing surface(s) are uncorrelated. In reality, correlat
crossings events can occur. If desired, dynamical corr
tions [2,3] can be applied via short-time trajectories ini
ated at the dividing surface.

For processes such as surface or bulk diffusion, T
often yields an excellent approximation to the exa
rate, especially if the TST surface is chosen to coinc
with the saddle plane (the hyperplane orthogonal
the unstable mode at the saddle point) to minim
recrossings. Even in the harmonic approximation, wh
the rate depends only on properties at the saddle point
the minimum [4], the typical errors in TST are still muc
smaller than those due to the approximate interatom
potential. Consequently, TST is used widely in solid-sta
systems, and is the foundation (implicitly or explicitly) fo
lattice-based kinetic Monte Carlo simulations [5].

However, the utility of TST in treating infrequent-even
dynamics has always rested on two crucial assumptio
that one knows in advance what the different states
the system will be, and that one can construct reason
dividing surfaces along the boundaries between th
states (or can find all the saddle points). Often, howev
knowledge of the states to which a system will evol
is incomplete or incorrect. In metallic surface diffusio
for example, surprisingly complex, concerted events ha
0031-9007y97y78(20)y3908(4)$10.00
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been discovered only recently [6–8]. These mechanis
are too complicated to allow advance prediction of a
possible transitions from a given overlayer configuration

Here I present a different approach to the infreque
event problem, suitable for solid-state systems. Beginn
from the TST approximation, a method is derived fo
extending the time scale of MD simulations withou
any advanced knowledge of either the location of t
dividing surfaces or the states through which the syst
may evolve. A bias potential (DVb) is designed to raise
the energy of the system in regions other than at t
TST dividing surfaces. Dynamics on the biased potent
leads to accelerated evolution from state to state, wh
the elapsed time becomes a statistical property of
system. The instantaneous gain (or “boost”) in the ra
at which time advances (relative to direct MD) depen
exponentially on the bias potential.

This hyper-MD method was recently derived an
demonstrated for a 2D model potential and for surfa
self-diffusion on a Ni(100) terrace with nine moving
atoms [9]. Exploiting the fact that at a saddle poin
the lowest eigenvalue (e1) of the Hessian matrix (H) is
negative,DVb in that study was a simple function tha
tended to zero ase1 went negative. For larger,N-atom
systems, formation and diagonalization ofH becomes a
serious computational bottleneck. Moreover, the fracti
of phase space for which all eigenvalues ofH are positive
decreases rapidly withN, making a simple function of
e1 inadequate as a definition forDVb . This effect was
observable even for theN  9 case [9].

This Letter addresses this issue of treating larg
systems. A definition forDVb that provides significant
boost for hundreds of atoms is constructed from t
two lowest eigenvalues ofH and the projection of the
gradient onto the lowest eigenvector ofH. I show how
to compute thisDVb and the necessary derivatives i
N-scaling fashionwithout ever constructing the Hessian,
so that implementation of the hyper-MD method requir
only first derivatives of the interatomic potential, as fo
normal MD.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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Consider a TST-obeying, one-dimensional syste
characterized at timet by position xstd and potential
energy V sssxstdddd. (A more detailed, many-dimensiona
derivation is given elsewhere [9].) The TST flux expre
sion for the escape from the present potential basin (s
“A”) through a TST boundary atx  q is given by

kTST
A!  kjdxydtjdsx 2 qdlA. (1)

Here ds· · ·d is a Dirac delta function andk· · ·lA indicates
a classical, canonical-ensemble average restricted to
configuration space of stateA.

Now consider adding toV sxd the non-negative bias
potential,DVbsxd, which is zero at the TST boundarie
The TST escape rate is enhanced because the bi
well is not as deep as the original well. Howeve
this modification preserves the ratio of the TST esca
rates fromA to any two adjacent states [9]. This is
crucial property, with the consequence that a traject
on V sxd 1 DVbsxd will escape to a given adjacent sta
(say,B) with the correct relative probability. Because th
system obeys TST, this trajectory will thermalize in sta
B. If, in turn, stateB has a biasing potential, the syste
will again exhibit accelerated escape to a state adjac
to B, and so on. At an accelerated pace, the syste
evolves from state to state in a sequence representa
of the exact dynamics.(I.e., the probability of any given
sequence, e.g.,A-B-A-C-D-E… , is exactly the same for
the biased dynamics as for the exact dynamics.)
now present the corrected time scale for this accelera
evolution.

Manipulating Eq. (1) with standard importance
sampling techniques [10] gives

kTST
A! 

kjdxydtjdsx 2 qdlAb

kebDVbsxdlAb

, (2)

in which the averages are taken over the biased st
Ab . Here b  1ykBT , where kB is the Boltzmann
constant andT is the temperature. BecauseDVb 
0 where dsx 2 qd fi 0, the numerator in Eq. (2) ha
been simplified fromkjdxydtjdsx 2 qd expfbDVbsxdglAb .
Consequently, the numerator is exactly the TST esc
rate from the biased state. The averages in Eq. (2)
be evaluated using a trajectory on the biased poten
confined to stateAb by reflecting boundaries. In a though
experiment, the averages can be evaluated to arbit
accuracy by making the trajectory extremely long. A
shown previously [9], a simple definition for the tim
evolved per biased MD step (Dtb) is then obtained by
requiring that the average time between escape attem
(reflections) is equal to the correct value, which
1ykTST

A! . This yields

Dtbi
 DtMDebDVbsssxstidddd; tb 

ntotX
i

Dtbi
, (3)

whereDtMD is the MD integration time step,ntot is the
total number of MD steps, andti indicates the time at the
ith MD step. The total elapsed boosted time istb.
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Equation (3) is the heart of the hyper-MD method. A
each integration step, thetb clock is advanced byDtbi

,
which depends on the instantaneous strength of the b
potential. [Note that whereDVbsxid  0, Dtbi  DtMD.]
While individual values ofDtbi

have little meaning, at
long times, by construction,tb converges on the correc
result. What is a “long” time depends on the statistic
properties of the time-dependent boost factor,ebDVb sssxstdddd.
If escape from a state requires so many steps that
average boost factor (kebDVb sxdlAb

) is well approximated,
individual escape times will be meaningful, exhibitin
the proper exponential probability distribution [11]. In
contrast, an aggressive choice forDVb may stimulate
escape in so few steps that predicted escape times are
noisy. Then the time scale becomes meaningful only af
many transitions. In either case, the escape-time estim
are unbiased and their errors are uncorrelated, so, from
central limit theorem, the relative error intb decreases as
t21y2, even if every state is different.

The key to implementing the hyperdynamics is desig
ing a computationally tractable definition forDVb that does
not require advanced knowledge of the transition stat
Formally, DVb must be zero at all the dividing surfaces
must not block rapid ergodic sampling within a state, a
must not introduce TST-violating correlations among th
transitions. In practice, these requirements need only
met to a good approximation (the saddle points are the m
important regions), and candidate forms forDVb can be
tested on benchmark systems. I show here that a via
approach is to baseDVb on local properties of the poten
tial via the gradient vector,g [ gi ; ≠V srdy≠xi, wherexi

is a component of the3N-dimensional vectorr], and Hes-
sian matrix,H [Hij ; ≠2V srdy≠xi≠xj ].

Although the definition of the best TST dividing surfac
is inherently nonlocal (requiring steepest-descent trajec
ries), Sevick, Bell, and Theodorou [12] have proposed
local definition: the set of points inr space for which
e1 , 0 andg1p  0, whereg1p  Cy

1 g is the projection
of g onto the lowest eigenvector (C1) of H. Near the
saddle points this is an excellent approximation to t
TST surface, and the same quantities [e1srd and g1psrd]
can be used to construct a good definition forDVbsrd.
Taking a sine wave with barrier heighth and period2pd
[V cossxd  shy2d cossxydd] as a representative potentia
for an activated process, I defineDV cos

b sxd as that function
of e1sxd andg1psxd that exactly “cancels” this potential,

DV cos
b  hy2f1 1 e1yse2

1 1 g2
1pyd2d1y2g . (4)

I.e., V cossxd 1 DV cos
b sxd  hy2 for all x; the energy ev-

erywhere is raised to that of the transition state. B
causee1 and g1p are scalars, Eq. (4) is readily applie
to the 3N-dimensional system. Setting2pd to a physi-
cally reasonable transition length (e.g., a nearest-neigh
distance) and takingh to be somewhat smaller than th
lowest anticipated barrier in the system gives the desi
behavior.
3909
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A second bias term provides a smoothly increas
repulsion between the two lowest eigenvalues when t
differ by less thanDec. Definingq  se2 2 e1dyDec,

DV De
b 

Ω
af1 2 3q2 1 2q3g, if e2 2 e1 # Dec ,
0, if e2 2 e1 . Dec .

(5)
Dec should be set smaller thane2 2 e1 for a typical
saddle point in the system soDV De

b  0 in the saddle
plane. This term complimentsDV cos

b in regions where
g1p passes through zero ase2 and e1 cross. It also
improves the numerical stability of the algorithm fo
computinge1, e2, andg1p , which is described next.

While direct differentiation of DVb requires third
derivatives ofV srd, I now present a method that require
only first derivatives. BecauseH is the matrix of second
derivatives, findinge1 is equivalent to minimizing the
second derivative ofV with respect to the direction o
the vector s along which the derivative is calculate
Replacing this derivative [≠2V srdy≠s2] with its numerical
approximation,

enumssd  fV sr 1 hsd 1 V sr 2 hsd 2 2V srdgyh2

(6)
(h is a small number), this minimization (s ! smin) can
be performed as a steepest-descent or conjugate-gra
search, requiring only first derivatives ofV . For example,

≠enum

≠si
 f gisr 1 hsd 2 gisr 2 hsdgyh , (7)

wheregi andsi are components ofg ands, respectively.
The vectors can be initialized from a random vecto
or using smin from the previous hyper-MD step. A
convergence, the eigenvector and eigenvalue within
numerical approximation are given byCnum

1  smin and
e

num
1  enumssmind. Becauseenumssmind is stationary

with respect tos, the derivatives ofe1 needed for the MD
forces are simply

≠e
num
1

≠xi
 fh gisr 1 hsd 1 gisr 2 hsd

2 2gisrdjyh2gssmin . (8)
The same procedure can be used to finde2, by maintain-
ing orthogonality toCnum

1 during the minimization. Note
that this approach to the eigenvalue problem is rela
to the fictitious Lagrangian method used to diagonal
the Hamiltonian in electronic structure calculations [1
However, in the present formulation, the eigenvalues
found without ever constructing the matrix.

The projected gradient needed for Eq. (4) could
computed asg1p  Cnumy

1 g, but this would not be
easily differentiable. Instead, the minimization method
applied to the two matricesH 1 lggy and H 2 lggy,
by minimizing

enum
6l ssd  enumssd 6 l

∑
V sr 1 hsd 2 V sr 2 hsd

2h

∏2

,

(9)
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yielding vectors s1l and s2l, respectively. A good
approximation to the square ofg1p is found from [14]

s gnum
1p d2  fenum

1l 2 enum
2l gy2l . (10)

Becauses1l and s2l are stationary, calculating the
derivative of s gnum

1p d2 with respect to atom coordinate
proceeds as fore1, by differentiating Eqs. (9) and (10)
The approximate character of Eqs. (6) and (10) has no
verse impact on the biased-potential dynamics, beca
the MD forces are obtained from direct differentiatio
of the approximate forms. However, incomplete conve
gence of the minimizations introduces errors. Computi
(DVb) and its derivatives scales asN (for finite-ranged
potentials) if the number of required iterations is consta
with N , as preliminary tests indicate.

To show this bias potential gives correct results in
realistic application, I simulate the diffusive motion of
Ag adatom on the Ag(100) surface atT  400 K using
an embedded atom method (EAM) interatomic potent
[15]. The simulation cell, periodic inx andy, with free
boundaries inz, is expanded to the quasiharmonic lattic
constant forT  400 K. Fifty-five moving atoms (the
adatom and the top three substrate layers) are in con
with two deeper, nonmoving layers. The MD time step
DtMD  2 3 10215 s and a Langevin thermostat with
coupling rate of2 3 1012 s21 gives canonical sampling.

In this system, the adatom diffuses by both hop a
substrate-exchange [6] events. From molecular stat
the barriers for these mechanisms are 0.542 eV (h
and 0.555 eV (exchange), and the Hessian eigenvalue
the saddles aree1  20.87 eVyÅ2, e2  0.39 eVyÅ2

(hop) and e1  20.54 eVyÅ2, e2  0.44 eVyÅ2 (ex-
change). Using this information, the bias potenti
(DVb  DV cos

b 1 DV De
b ) was parametrized withh 

0.3 eV, d  0.46Å, Dec  0.4 eVyÅ2, anda  0.6 eV.
A 3.7 3 106-step hyper-MD run gave an average boost
1356, for a total time of9.89 6 0.5 ms. Each hyper-MD
step required,30 times the computational work of a
direct-MD step, so the net computational boost was
Rate constants computed from the observed 23 hop ev
and 16 exchange events [2.3 6 0.5 3 106 s21 (hop),
1.6 6 0.4 3 106 s21 (exchange)] are in agreement wit
the full harmonic (Vineyard [4]) rates of [2.84 3 106 s21

(hop),1.84 3 106 s21 (exchange)].
The second demonstration is for a more compl

system: a 10-atom Ag cluster on the Ag(111) surfa
at T  300 K. Setting h  0.3 eV, Dec  0.2 eVyÅ,
and a  0.4 eV, and allowing two free layers (70 atom
moving), the procedure is otherwise as described ab
for the (100) face. [Note that thisDVb would be
inappropriately strong for a single adatom on Ag(111
for which the diffusion barrier is less than 0.1 eV [16]
Over a run fortb  221.2 ms, the average boost ratio wa
8310. Although the cluster does not move far on this tim
scale, three distinct mechanisms are observed.
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At 9.5 ms, all 10 atoms jump in the same direction
move the cluster from hcp to fcc registry [Figs. 1(a) a
1(b)], a mechanism seen in simulations of crystal grow
[7] and cluster motion [8,17]. This occurred many time
with the jump direction essentially always perpendicu
to the long axis of the cluster. At the saddle point t
cluster is rotated about 8±, allowing the atoms at one en
of the cluster to remain close to perfect hcp positio
while atoms at the other end come close to perfect
positions. For the other two jump directions, clus
rotation causes the atoms at the ends of the cluste
deviate unfavorably from their ideal paths; these sad
exhibit less rotation and are at higher energy.

At 94.5 ms, the cluster breaks out of its compa
configuration, allowing adatom motion at the clus
periphery [Figs. 1(c)–1(f)], as occurs on Ag(100) [15].
few of the initiation events [Fig. 1(c)! Fig. 1(d)] were
observed, but usually the cluster returned immedia
to the compact form. These periphery jumps are f
with barriers of,0.3 eV, causing concern that the bia
potential (with h  0.3 eV) might be too strong for an
accurate description of this section of the trajecto
However, tests withh  0.2 eV showed no qualitative
difference in the behavior.

At 197.8 ms [Figs. 1(g)–1(i)], there is a dislocatio
event (a mechanism discovered by Hamiltonet al. [8]),
resulting in a rotation of the cluster orientation and
change from hcp to fcc registry. This event, coup
with the hcp-to-fcc jump [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], may
a primary pathway for net translation atT  300 K.

In general applications, where the mechanisms are t
unknown, a lower bound on the lowest barrier height c

FIG. 1. Snapshots from Ag10yAgs111d hyper-MD simulation,
discussed in text. Boosted time values (tb) are shown.
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be estimated from the length of a direct MD simulatio
that shows no events at a given temperature. Choosinh
lower than this barrier estimate, and taking a conservat
(small) value forDec, should give a “safe” bias potential.
If necessary,h can be increased until events occur b
applying this procedure iteratively, using hyper-MD t
set successively higher bounds on the barrier. Howev
as the system evolves, one must watch for qualitati
changes that may be accompanied by the onset of n
lower-barrier mechanisms, such as the cluster periph
diffusion seen above.

To summarize, the hyper-MD method appears prom
ing, offering a way to extend the MD time scale b
2 or more orders of magnitude for strongly couple
infrequent-event systems. It operates in continuous sp
(requiring no lattice mapping) and reduces to direct MD
DVb ! 0. Without prior knowledge of the transition state
surfaces, an efficient bias potential can be construc
from local properties ofV (based onH and g), while
implementation requires only first derivatives ofV .
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